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We investigate the transient response of the global coupled ocean-atmosphere9

system to enhanced freshwater forcing representative of melting of the Green-10

land ice sheets. A 50-year long simulation by a coupled atmosphere-ocean11

general circulation model (CGCM) is compared with another of the same12

length in which Greenland melting is prescribed. To highlight the importance13

of coupled atmosphere-ocean processes, the CGCM results are compared with14

those of two other experiments carried out with the oceanic component of the15

coupled model (OGCM). In one of these OGCM experiments the prescribed16

surface fluxes of heat, momentum and freshwater correspond to the unper-17

turbed simulation by the CGCM; in the other experiment Greenland melting18

is added to the freshwater flux. The responses by the CGCM and OGCM to19

the Greenland melting have similar patterns in the Atlantic, albeit the former20

have five times larger amplitudes in sea surface height anomalies. The CGCM21

shows likewise stronger variability in all state variables in all ocean basins be-22

cause the impact of Greenland melting is quickly communicated to all ocean23

basins via atmospheric bridges. We conclude that the response of the global24

climate to Greenland ice melting is highly dependent on coupled atmosphere-25

ocean processes. These lead to reduced latent heat flux into the atmosphere26

and an associated increase in net freshwater flux into the ocean, especially in27

the subpolar North Atlantic. The combined result is a stronger response of the28

coupled system to Greenland ice sheet melting.29
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1 Introduction30

As a community, we are gradually coming closer to a better understanding of31

the present-day global sea level budget. However, many questions remain open32

on the subject of sea level variability and changes on regional scale and their33

future projection under climate change conditions. This situation is partly due34

to the large uncertainties of contemporary climate models in successfully re-35

producing the variability of the current climate. The lack of representation in36

the models of all forcing components of the climate system is an important37

contributor to such uncertainty. In this regard, a big deficit exists in the de-38

tailed knowledge of the impacts on regional sea level of freshwater input into39

the high-latitude oceans originating from the melting polar ice sheets.40

Emerging knowledge suggests that sea level changes resulting from polar41

ice sheet melting are far from being intuitive. Instead, these changes seem to be42

associated with a strong regional dynamical response superimposed on contri-43

butions originating from the solid earth. For example, Stammer (2008), using44

an ocean-only general circulation model (OGCM), highlighted the transient,45

steric (i.e., due to thermal expansion or haline contraction) response of the46

global ocean circulation to localized freshwater forcing around Greenland. In47

that study, increased freshwater runoff from Greenland resulted in a basin-wide48

steric response on timescales of a few years. The response was communicated49

remotely via oceanic processes including boundary waves, equatorial Kelvin50

waves, and propagating baroclinic Rossby waves. On the basis of those results,51

Stammer (2008) speculated that consideration of coupled atmosphere-ocean52
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processes might significantly modify the insights obtained in an ocean-only53

framework. Hu et al. (2009) recently addressed some aspects of the coupled54

ocean-atmosphere response to potential Greenland ice sheet melting during55

the 21st century. In this case, the approach was based on the Community56

Climate System Model version 3 (CCSM3), and the transient response of the57

meridional overturning circulation (MOC) was emphasized. The paper sug-58

gests that only a strong ice sheet melting flux and associated net freshwater59

gain in the upper subpolar North Atlantic can weaken the MOC, but that the60

weakened MOC subsequently reduces the magnitude of the warming in the61

northern high latitudes by a few degrees, which in turn influences the regional62

sea level there. Using a different coupled ocean-atmosphere model (CGCM),63

Okumora et al. (2009) investigated the mechanisms by which a large freshwater64

input into the subarctic North Atlantic can influence the North Pacific climate65

via both oceanic and atmospheric pathways. The oceanic teleconnection con-66

tributes a large part of the North Pacific cooling through the Bering Strait67

throughflow by transporting colder, fresher water from the Arctic Ocean into68

the North Pacific. In addition, an atmospheric bridge originating from the69

North Atlantic leads to modified surface heat fluxes and southward Ekman70

transport in the Pacific, thereby playing a crucial role in the teleconnection71

between ocean basins.72

Obviously the subjects of regional sea level variability and change in re-73

sponse to Greenland ice sheet melting warrant more investigations and dis-74

cussions. Of special concern are the feedback mechanisms and intrinsic time75
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scales in the coupled climate system to freshwater input from polar ice sheets.76

In this context, the following questions need to be addressed:77

1. What are the basin-wide responses of the ocean and atmosphere to in-78

creased melting of the polar ice sheets during the first decades after its79

onset?80

2. How important are coupled atmosphere-ocean processes for the ocean’s re-81

sponse to Greenland ice sheet melting, and what are those air-sea feedback82

mechanisms?83

3. What is the role played by atmospheric and oceanic pathways in forcing84

the Pacific and Indian Oceans, what are the detailed paths, and how fast85

is the global response?86

The present study addresses these questions by contrasting the oceanic re-87

sponse to increased melting of Greenland ice masses in a numerical model88

of the coupled atmosphere-ocean system with that obtained using the ocean89

component of the model with prescribed boundary conditions. The focus is on90

aspects related to changes in sea surface height (SSH). The special mechanisms91

at work in the response of the coupled system to perturbations in the ocean92

around Greenland and the pathways of anomalies in the atmosphere into the93

Pacific and Indian Ocean will be analyzed elsewhere (Agarwal et al., 2011).94

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces the models95

used and describes the integrations performed. Section 3 compares the SSH96

response obtained in the model experiments. Section 4 discusses differences97

of the SSH responses obtained in the coupled framework relative to those98
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emerging from the ocean-only run. Section 5 concentrates on changes of the99

MOC and polar heat transports in the Atlantic. Section 6 presents a discussion100

and the concluding remarks.101

2 The Model Set-up and Experiments102

Our study is based on the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)103

CGCM consisting of the UCLA atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM)104

coupled to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) oceanic general105

circulation model (OGCM). Cazes-Boezio et al. (2008) describe the model’s106

performance in the context of El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) forecasts.107

Details about the model are reported in Ma et al. (2010), and are also available108

online at http://www.atmos.ucla.edu/mechoso/esm/agcm.html.109

The AGCM is a state-of-the-art model with advanced parameterizations of110

the major atmospheric physical processes. The parameterization of cumulus111

convection, including its interaction with the planetary boundary layer (PBL),112

follows the prognostic version of Arakawa and Schubert (1974) according to113

Pan and Randall (1998). The model includes parameterizations of prognostic114

cloud liquid water and ice (Köhler 1999). The parameterization of PBL pro-115

cesses is based on the mixed-layer approach of Suarez et al. (1983), as revised116

by Li et al. (2002), and upgraded to multi-layer by Konor et al. (2008). The117

parameterization of radiation processes is based on Harshvardhan et al. (1987;118

1989), and includes the effects of cumulus, ice and PBL clouds.119
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In the present study, we use AGCM version 7.1 with a horizontal resolution120

of 2.5◦ longitude and 2◦ latitude, and 29 layers in the vertical. Beginning with121

this version, the AGCM is coupled to the first-generation Simplified Simple122

Biosphere model (SSiB; Xue et al., 1991). In this model several sources of data123

(Dorman and Sellers, 1989; Xue et al., 1996a, 1996b) are used to determine the124

vegetation types that specify monthly climatological land surface properties125

(e.g., leaf area index, green leaf fraction and surface roughness length). The126

distributions of greenhouse gases, sea ice, and ocean surface albedo are all127

prescribed corresponding to a monthly-mean observed climatology. SSiB has128

three soil layers and one vegetation layer.129

The OGCM domain is quasi-global (80◦S to 80◦N) with all lateral bound-130

ary conditions closed. The sea-ice distribution is prescribed according to an131

observed monthly climatology. In our application, the zonal grid spacing in the132

MIT OGCM is 1◦ of longitude. The meridional ocean grid spacing is 0.3◦ of lat-133

itude within 10◦ of the Equator and increases to 1◦ latitude poleward of 22◦N134

and 22◦S. There are 46 ocean levels with thicknesses ranging from 10 m in the135

top 150 m, and gradually increasing to 400 m thickness near the maximum136

model depth of 5815 m. The model’s bathymetry is based on ETOPO5 (Data137

Announcement 88MGG-02, Digital relief of the Surface of the Earth, NOAA,138

National Geophysical Data Center, Boulder, Colorado, 1988). The model em-139

ploys the K-Profile Parameterization (KPP) vertical mixing scheme of Large140

et al. (1994) and the isopycnal mixing schemes of Redi (1982) and of Gent and141

McWilliams (1990) with surface tapering as per Large et al. (1997). Laplacian142
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diffusion and friction are used except that horizontal friction is biharmonic.143

No-slip bottom, free-slip lateral, and free surface boundary conditions are em-144

ployed. Surface freshwater fluxes are applied as virtual salt fluxes and heat145

and freshwater fluxes are exchanged between the ocean and the atmosphere146

at an interval of 1 day. Isopycnal diffusivity and isopycnal thickness diffusivity147

is 500m2s−1. Vertical diffusivity is 5 × 10−6m2s−1. Horizontal and vertical148

viscosities are 1013m4s−1 and 10−4m2s−1, respectively.149

As a preliminary step, the CGCM model was spun up for 30 years. The150

initial conditions for the AGCM correspond to November 1 in a long climate151

run with distribution of sea surface temperature corresponding to an observed152

climatology. The initial conditions for the OGCM correspond to the climato-153

logical temperature and salinity fields for November from Levitus et al. (1994).154

Initial conditions for all subsequent runs were taken from the end of the 30-155

year spin up. Using these initial conditions, the following set of experiments156

was performed, each lasting for 50 years:157

1. The CGCM was integrated forward in time. This model integration will be158

referred to as the unperturbed coupled run.159

2. The CGCM was integrated forward again, using exactly the same initial160

conditions as used in the unperturbed coupled run, but this time with a161

freshwater perturbation applied around Greenland as a virtual salt flux.162

This will be referred to as the perturbed coupled run.163

The freshwater perturbation is 0.0275 Sv (1 Sv = 106m3/s, equivalent to164

about 2 mm/yr global sea level increase), five times the size of the present165
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day estimated sea-ice melting rates (0.0055 Sv; Luthke 2006), and its spatial166

distribution is shown in Fig. 1. The factor of five was applied to obtain a167

response with a magnitude larger than the model’s internal variability. With168

this prescribed Greenland runoff, the ocean model response is comparable to169

that in Stammer (2008) in amplitude (see below). In contrast to that study,170

however, the surface temperature and salinity in our runs are not relaxed to-171

ward climatological fields. The magnitude of freshwater input obtained in this172

way is still an order of magnitude smaller than the hysteresis width reported173

by Rahmstorf et al. (2005), and more than 30 times smaller than the 1 Sv pre-174

scribed in typical water-hosing experiments (e.g., Timmermann et al., 2007;175

Stouffer et al, 2006).176

To analyze the impact of coupling, two additional model integrations were177

performed, using the ocean component of the CGCM, again run over 50 years178

using the surface flux fields diagnosed from the unperturbed coupled run and179

starting from the same initial conditions as the coupled runs:180

1. The OGCM was integrated forward in time, using the heat and freshwater181

fluxes obtained from the unperturbed coupled run. This model integration182

will be referred to as the ocean-only unperturbed run.183

2. The OGCM was integrated forward in time again using the initial con-184

ditions of the ocean-only unperturbed run and with the same additional185

freshwater OGCM input around Greenland prescribed as a virtual salt186

flux in the coupled run. This model integration will be referred to as the187

ocean-only perturbed run.188
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To investigate the response of the ocean-only or the coupled models to189

Greenland meltwater forcing, we focus the further analysis on the differences190

between perturbed and unperturbed coupled and ocean-only runs. For conve-191

nience, we will refer to those twin runs as the coupled experiments and the192

ocean-only experiments. However, to avoid analyzing climate noise originating193

from perturbations in the initial state rather than signals originating from the194

freshwater perturbations around Greenland, we will in the following analyze195

only lowpass filtered differences between the reference runs and the perturbed196

runs. In addition, we will average those differences in time and or space to197

further reduce any potential contamination from climate noise. To put later198

results into context, we show in Fig. 2 the standard deviation (STD) of theFig. 2 199

lowpass filtered SSH in the unperturbed coupled run. From the figure it follows200

that the Atlantic and the Southern Ocean of the coupled reference run both201

show interannual to decadal variability of the order of 10 cm; respective num-202

bers appear to be lower than 5 cm in the Indian Ocean and are even smaller203

over large parts of the Pacific.204

A special feature of this paper is that the initial conditions in our experi-205

ments do not correspond to the model’s longterm equilibrium state, since the206

30-year spin-up of the CGCM is not long enough to achieve such a state. We207

can expect an extra model drift to be added resulting from the freshwater208

forcing. However, by not running the coupled model into equilibrium we in-209

tend the ocean state to remain close to the observed observed climatology.210

In this way, the propagation of perturbations applied at the ocean’s surface211
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(such as freshening) into the interior basins will be more realistic than it would212

be through an equilibrium ocean state of the CGCM affected by the model’s213

systematic errors.214

3 Sea Surface Height Anomalies215

Lowpass filtered SSH anomalies (i.e., differences between the values in the per-216

turbed and the unperturbed runs) obtained in the ocean-only experiments are217

shown in left column of Fig. 3 after averaging them over the periods years 6 Fig. 3218

- 10, years 26 - 30, and years 41-45, respectively. Overall, the response agrees219

well with results obtained from Stammer (2008) (both in amplitude and pat-220

tern) and shows similar spatial patterns characterized by negative anomalies221

in the central North Atlantic and positive anomalies propagating southward.222

Associated steric anomalies reach amplitudes of about 4 cm along the west-223

ern coast of the North Atlantic after just a few years, and basin-scale steric224

anomalies of about 1 cm in the North Atlantic after 30 years. In contrast, SSH225

anomalies are only about 1 mm in the Pacific (see also below).226

For a comparison we show in the right column of Fig. 3 similar SSH anoma-227

lies, but from the coupled experiment. There are several outstanding differ-228

ences between the results in the experiments. Firstly, in the coupled experi-229

ment, clear SSH anomalies over the global ocean are evident in all three panels,230

with spatial patterns that are approximately the same scale and amplitude in231

the Indian Ocean and the Pacific. Moreover, in the Atlantic we find again232

structures similar to those obtained by Stammer (2008); however, the magni-233
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tude of the anomalies in the coupled experiment is substantially larger than234

in the ocean-only case. In the former experiment, the averaged steric increase235

in the Atlantic comes close to 1 cm in the first years and exceeds 10 cm in the236

lowest panel. We conclude from Fig. 3 that coupled processes do not signifi-237

cantly alter the SSH response in the Atlantic in terms of pattern but increase238

the magnitudes by a factor of about 5. In addition, the coupled experiment239

shows clear and statistically significant responses in all other ocean basins.240

These are of gyre-scale, suggesting that they essentially represent adjustments241

of the ocean circulation to changes of the atmospheric forcing in those basins.242

In particular, the negative SSH anomaly in the northern North Pacific has243

amplitudes that exceed the natural climate noise by several STDs.244

The time evolution of steric SSH anomalies averaged over the different245

ocean basins are shown in Fig. 4 for the coupled and ocean-only experiments.Fig. 4 246

The values in Fig. 4 were corrected for the Boussinesq approximation effect on247

the global volume (Greatbatch 1994). According to Fig. 4, the SSH increase248

in the ocean-only experiment is largest in the North Atlantic, followed by249

the South Atlantic with about 50% of the amplitude. The increases in both250

the Indian Ocean and the Pacific are only about 25% of those in the North251

Atlantic. In all basins, the increase is smooth and almost monotonic in time,252

reaching about 1.5 cm in year 30 in the North Atlantic (2 cm in year 50) and253

about 0.5 cm in the North Pacific. In the coupled experiment, the largest SSH254

increase is also in the North Atlantic, while the increase in all other basins is255

substantially smaller, such that the long-term response in the South Atlantic256
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is still larger than in the Pacific and the Indian Ocean. The increase in the257

North Atlantic reaches 8 cm during year 50, 3 cm in the South Atlantic, and258

about 1 – 2 cm in the North Pacific and Indian Ocean. Moreover, we note that259

the SSH varies strongly in all basins on interannual to decadal time scales, and260

that superimposed on those pronounced basin-scale oscillations in the coupled261

Pacific and Indian Ocean, both oceans show a net increase in steric sea level.262

In all basins and even as a global average, the SSH response in the coupled263

experiment is stronger than in the ocean-only one.264

Figure 4 also shows in both panels as a blue dashed line the response of265

the global non-steric SSH increase due to the volume of melt water added266

to the ocean. These results illustrate that, in contrast to the ocean-only run267

experiment in which the non-steric SSH increase directly related to the Green-268

land melt is substantially larger than the steric response, the steric response269

in the coupled experiment has comparable order of magnitude in the North270

Atlantic. Two reasons as demonstrated below are responsible for this. Firstly,271

the atmospheric response contributes additional freshwater leading to a 76%272

larger halosteric increase (i.e., the volume increase due to freshening of the273

water column). Secondly, the associated heating and cooling patterns lead to274

a stronger heating in warm regions with relatively larger thermal expansion275

and stronger cooling in colder regions with smaller thermal expansion.276
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4 On the Different Responses in the Coupled and Ocean-Only277

Experiments278

To investigate why steric responses are stronger both regionally, and globally279

(by a factor of about 2) in the coupled experiment, we compare in Fig. 5Fig. 5 280

the thermosteric and halosteric contributions to steric sea level change in the281

two experiments. The figure reveals that both contributions are larger in the282

coupled experiment as would result from enhanced surface heat and net fresh-283

water input into the ocean. Nevertheless, the thermosteric component is still284

the main contributor to stronger steric SSH increase in the coupled experi-285

ment. The same component is also responsible for the pronounced temporal286

variability in the steric response. This result highlights again the coupled na-287

ture of the response of the climate system to Greenland meltwater forcing.288

The time series of basin averaged SSH anomalies and the relative contri-289

butions from the thermosteric and halosteric components are shown in Fig. 6Fig. 6 290

and Fig. 7 for the ocean-only and coupled experiments, respectively. The re-Fig.‘7 291

sults for the North Atlantic, the South Atlantic, the Pacific, and the Indian292

Ocean are shown separately. In both cases, thermosteric anomalies dominate293

the SSH increases in all basins, albeit with much larger amplitudes in the294

coupled experiment. An exception is the North Atlantic, however, where the295

net SSH response in the ocean-only experiment is smaller than what would296

result from the halosteric component alone due to a negative thermosteric297

contribution. In contrast, the North Atlantic warms while becoming fresher in298

the coupled experiment, which leads to a much larger increase in basin-scale299
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sea level. We also note the generally stronger, and temporally more variable300

halosteric response in all basins in the coupled experiment. We note that - in301

the absence of any additional surface heat fluxes - the thermosteric effect in302

the ocean-only experiment can only result form the redistribution of heat by303

the changing circulation, the altered convection and the associated heating or304

cooling of near-surface water with different temperature than available in the305

unperturbed reference run.306

To examine the causes for the enhanced steric response in the coupled ex-307

periment, we show in Fig. 8, as an example, the mean lowpass filtered salinity Fig. 8308

anomalies at 160 m depth from both experiments, averaged over the peri-309

ods years 6-10, years 26-30, and years 41-45, respectively. The corresponding310

temperature anomalies are shown in Fig. 9. In the ocean-only experiment the Fig. 9311

response has a similar pattern to that obtained by Stammer (2008); e.g., pos-312

itive temperature anomalies appear around the coast of Greenland in year 1,313

subsequently move southward along the western coast of North America and314

later on spread across the equator via Kelvin waves. In the coupled experi-315

ment, the fields displayed in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show temperature and salinity316

perturbations stronger by an order of magnitude and include a pronounced re-317

mote response (in the Indian Ocean and Pacific) already during the first year.318

A remote response of comparable magnitude is totally absent in the ocean-319

only run. Such a quick and strong baroclinic response cannot be explained320

by ocean dynamics only. The signal must be transmitted by the atmosphere321

in response to the sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies in the subpolar322
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North Atlantic. We see that the subtropical gyres of all basins are dominated323

in the coupled run by basin-scale positive and negative anomalies that increase324

in amplitude and shift laterally with time. The pattern of the anomalies, how-325

ever, does not change fundamentally with time, which is a typical forced ocean326

variability pattern.327

The mean temperature anomalies averaged over the 50-year period of the328

ocean-only and coupled experiments are depicted in Fig. 10 and 11 along twoFig. 10
Fig. 11

329

meridional sections at 30◦W and 180◦E, respectively. In the ocean-only exper-330

iments, negative perturbations are maximum in the subpolar North Atlantic,331

where they extend throughout the entire ocean column. There are weaker neg-332

ative anomalies over the Southern Ocean, while positive anomalies characterize333

the subtropics. Interestingly, a similar meridional distribution of temperature334

anomalies can be observed in the Pacific, albeit with much reduced amplitudes.335

The situation is again substantially different in the coupled experiments. Here336

we find positive and negative anomalies with typically gyre scale in both hemi-337

spheres. Moreover, the surface layer has cooled in most of the two sections.338

The temperature and salinity anomalies discussed in the previous para-339

graph are associated with anomalies in heat and freshwater contents. Averaged340

over the 50-year long run, the vertically integrated freshwater anomaly in the341

subpolar North Atlantic is generally positive (Fig. 12a), as expected sinceFig. 12 342

freshwater was added as runoff around Greenland. Other parts of the World343

Ocean also experience freshening, notably the South Atlantic and the South344

Pacific. In contrast, salinity increases in the tropical Atlantic, parts of the In-345
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dian Ocean, and in large areas of the Pacific and the Southern Ocean. Turning346

to the vertically integrated heat content (Fig. 12b), changes are to some ex-347

tent consistent in pattern with density compensated freshwater changes as they348

would result from changes in the ocean circulation and an associated redistri-349

bution of heat and freshwater (see also Pardaens et al., 2010, and Landerer et350

al., 2007, for respective result in coupled climate scenario runs). A clear ex-351

ception is the North Atlantic, where a positive heat anomaly is obvious along352

the entire western boundary.353

The changes in freshwater and heat content shown in Fig. 12 are asso-354

ciated with, to some extent, changes in the net surface freshwater and heat355

fluxes shown in Fig. 13. According to this figure, on top of the addition of Fig. 13356

freshwater from Greenland melting, the net surface freshwater flux into the357

ocean (Fig. 13a) is further enhanced along the western boundary of the North358

Atlantic as well as over large parts of the tropics. In contrast, the freshwater359

flux into the ocean is reduced in the Intertropical Convergence Zones (ITCZ)360

regions of all oceans. The changes in the net surface freshwater flux in the cou-361

pled experiment are largely related to surface temperature dependent evapo-362

ration changes, which are directly related to changes in latent surface heat flux363

(Fig. 13b). This is especially clear in the western North Atlantic, where in re-364

sponse to the Greenland freshwater perturbation, the latent heat flux into the365

atmosphere is substantially reduced (Fig. 13c), resulting in enhanced freshwa-366

ter input into the ocean. At the same time, sensible heat flux and long wave367

radiation into the atmosphere are reduced as well. Likewise, the net increase of368
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heat flux into the atmosphere in the eastern North Atlantic (and the Kuroshio369

region) is also caused by changes in the latent and sensible heat flux. Finally,370

over the entire tropical oceans, changes in the latent heat are associated with371

local variations in net freshwater fluxes. However, we also observe changes in372

the shortwave radiation both in the tropics and in the North Atlantic, as they373

would result from changes in the cloud coverage.374

Breaking down the global surface freshwater flux variations over the ocean375

in terms of changes in evaporation and precipitation, we find that these de-376

crease by about 0.0116 Sv and 0.0272 Sv, respectively. The two effects com-377

bined lead to a net increase in freshwater input into the ocean by 0.0156 Sv378

in the coupled experiment as compared to the ocean-only experiment. This379

is on top of the added 0.0275 Sv Greenland runoff, which leads to a global380

net reduction in freshwater flux (E-P-R) = 0.0156+0.0275 = 0.0431 in the381

coupled experiment. This net freshwater input results in an increase in the382

halosteric SSH anomaly, largely due to a reduction in evaporation rather than383

an increase in precipitation. At the same time the reduced evaporation is a384

net heat source for the ocean, which again is consistent at least partially with385

the increased thermosteric increase in sea surface height. Both processes are386

especially active in the North Atlantic, where they play an essential role in387

the larger steric SSH response of the coupled experiment. Acting concurrently,388

they provide an additional source of buoyancy in the subpolar North Atlantic389

in the coupled model with consequences for the ocean circulation.390
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We note that in our model the additional freshwater is being taken out391

of the soil moisture. Over a 50-year period it appears as a plausible response392

of the coupled climate system given that it corresponds to only about 1% of393

the global river run-off into the ocean. However, such an additional freshwater394

source cannot be sustained in long climate scenario runs and it remains to be395

investigated how the global water cycle of the climate system would adjust in396

long climate scenario runs.397

5 Impacts on the Atlantic MOC and Meridional Heat Transport398

Changes in the meridional overturning circulation (MOC), represented here by399

the meridional overturning streamfunction, and the meridional heat transport400

in the Atlantic illustrate both succinctly and in a dynamically compact way401

the complex ocean response to the Greenland freshwater forcing as expressed402

in the differences in the coupled and ocean-only experiments (Fig. 14). In the Fig. 14403

former case, the MOC weakens by about 1.5 Sv – i.e., by about 10% – at 50◦N404

in year 8; the tendency to decrease is apparent over the entire North Atlantic.405

The coupled experiment shows a similar tendency to MOC decrease (Fig. 14b).406

However, in this case there are also pronounced positive and negative values in407

low latitudes and over the Southern Ocean as they would result from changes408

in the regional circulation, which points again to a role for the atmosphere in409

generating remote responses in the gyre scale.410

To illustrate the temporal behavior of the MOC in the ocean-only and411

coupled experiments, we show in Fig. 15 time-latitude plots at 1000 m depth. Fig. 15412
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The former case shows a clear oscillatory behavior of the MOC strength with413

roughly decadal periodicity, superimposed on a longer-term decline. Anoma-414

lies tend to propagate southward from the subpolar Atlantic basin, as in the415

results of Stammer (2008). We recall that results shown in the present paper416

follow from a purely flux-driven run without a relaxation term included in417

the surface boundary conditions. The coupled experiment shows a far more418

complex evolution of MOC anomalies, which includes interannual fluctuations419

superimposed on decadal variations that appear somewhat weaker than in the420

ocean-only experiment. Both are superimposed on a quite pronounced longer-421

term reduction of the MOC by about 5 Sv over the 50-year length of the422

integrations.423

The variations in the MOC shown in Fig. 15 are associated with variations424

in the meridional heat transport, which in the uncoupled experiment show a425

similar oscillatory behavior with increasing amplitude but generally negative426

tendency (Fig. 16. In the coupled experiment reduction of northward trans-Fig. 16 427

port of heat is up to 0.2 PW over the 50-year period in the North Atlantic.428

Superimposed on these longer-term reductions are interannual to decadal vari-429

ations.430

Oscillations resembling those in Figs. 15 and 16 were found by Eden and431

Greatbatch (2003) in coupled and uncoupled model configurations, and were432

associated with patterns of a north-south temperature dipole, similar to those433

shown here in Fig. 12. These authors found stronger oscillations in the cou-434

pled configuration due to a positive feedback via the wind driven circulation.435
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A delayed negative feedback via the overturning circulation enables the os-436

cillation. In the subpolar region north of 40◦N the propagation speed of the437

anomalies in heat transport anomalies in the ocean-only experiment appear438

to be much faster than those in the MOC, indicating a fast response of the439

subpolar gyre circulation. In year 40, for example, the positive heat transport440

anomaly is associated with a negative delayed response of the MOC anomaly441

similar to findings by Eden and Greatbatch (2003). In contrast to their results,442

however, our coupled experiment shows a weaker decadal oscillation than the443

ocean-only one, but a much stronger longterm trend. Due to a positive feed-444

back with the atmosphere, the anomalies become more negative with time,445

reaching extremes of 11 -14 Sv during the last 5 years of the integration.446

In both experiments, the freshwater anomaly around Greenland causes a447

reduction in overturning, which in turn causes less transport of heat and salt448

from the Equator to the subpolar North Atlantic, resulting in a dipole for449

salinity and temperature. However, only in the coupled experiment, according450

to the temperature dependence of the heat flux terms, the local heat flux out451

of the ocean is reduced, especially through the latent heat flux. Along with452

marginal reduction in the wind speed this causes also a lower rate of latent453

heat flux than that prescribed in the ocean-only experiment, which results454

in freshening and warming of the Labrador Sea (seen as stronger thermo-455

and halosteric responses above), which in turn provides a positive feedback in456

reducing the MOC.457
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This type of feedback is known to cause much larger responses in the458

ocean in terms of MOC changes as compared to a flux driven ocean model459

(e.g., Rahmstorf and Willebrand, 1995). The mechanism seems to be strong460

enough in our experiment (given the strength of the applied perturbation)461

to reduce the decadal oscillations. Instead, variations on a much longer time462

scale become dominant which may cause the stronger trend in the coupled463

experiment. We note here that this trend is not continued beyond year 50 (not464

shown) suggesting it to be part of a longer term oscillation. Whether this is the465

case or a result of the model not being in a statistical equilibrium is not clear466

at this point and it will be addressed in the study of Agarwal et al. (2011).467

6 Concluding Remarks468

The present paper extends the earlier study of Stammer (2008) by investigat-469

ing now regional sea level changes in response to enhanced Greenland ice mass470

loss using the same ocean model both uncoupled and coupled to a general471

circulation model of the atmosphere. Similar to the previous ocean-only re-472

sults, we also find strong variations in regional sea level in the coupled system.473

However, in contrast to the ocean-only model experiment, the coupled one pro-474

duces a stronger and faster response in steric height in the Pacific and Indian475

Ocean than that obtained by in the OGCM by considering ocean processes476

only. We find, therefore, that the atmosphere seems to play an additional and477

prominent role in causing sea level variations in all parts of the World Ocean478

on short time scale.479
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Okumora et al. (2009) reported the existence of an atmospheric bridge480

from the tropical Atlantic into the Pacific, leading to long-term changes in481

the Pacific and Indian Ocean. Here we show that such a bridge is initially482

triggered by interactions between the atmosphere and ocean in the subpolar483

Atlantic, where SST anomalies develop. On both the global and basin scale484

we see a stronger response of the steric SSH in the coupled system, which is485

primarily due to a stronger thermal response. This strengthening results from486

feedbacks between the perturbed ocean (by Greenland freshwater run-off) and487

the overlying atmosphere, which leads to reduced SSTs in the subpolar North488

Atlantic, less evaporation and less latent heat flux into the atmosphere. These489

processes then lead to a local increase in heat content and freshwater content490

and on global scale result in a steric SSH increase. In the North Atlantic the491

steric increase is comparable to the non-steric increase caused by the addition492

of freshwater from Greenland ice mass loss. A detailed examination of these493

coupling processes will be performed in Agarwal et al. (2011) where we will494

also investigate the sensitivity of the response to the detailed state of the495

CGCM.496

We note that the patterns obtained in the surface heat and freshwater fluxes497

of the North Atlantic resemble surprisingly well those reported by Hawkins and498

Sutton (2009) in terms of optimal perturbations in the Atlantic. Their optimal499

perturbation pattern showed that the HadCM3 CGCM is highly sensitive to500

small perturbations in temperature around Greenland, anticipating that any501

perturbation in SST resulting from Greenland freshwater pulses would have a502
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substantial effect on the coupled system. We find a similar sensitivity in our503

results, suggesting the presence of strong and direct interaction mechanisms504

between the ocean and the atmosphere in response to SST changes in the505

subpolar North Atlantic. In our case it is caused by the addition of Greenland506

freshwater melting; however, the mechanism should hold more generally for507

any SST anomaly present in the subpolar North Atlantic and potentially can508

have a large consequence for our understanding of the geographical distribution509

of air-sea coupling and the way the ocean is influencing the atmosphere.510

Our results clearly support the notion that it is important to properly con-511

sider the effects of freshwater sources resulting from polar ice sheet melting512

in coupled climate models, so as to successfully simulate the feedback mech-513

anisms between the ocean and the atmosphere thereby improving projections514

of the climate, including regional sea level. In our study we limited our ocean-515

model domain to that used by Stammer (2008) to investigate the extra effect516

on the solution resulting from the coupling with the atmosphere. Any future517

extensions will need to include also the Arctic and its addition bridging effect518

into the Pacific.519
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Fig. 1 Surface freshwater flux anomalies (in m3/s) equivalent to 5 times the recent ∼170

GT per annum (Luthke 2006) estimates of Greenland melt water loss.
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Fig. 2 Standard deviation (in cm) of the lowpass filtered (5-year running mean) sea surface

height variations of the CGCM reference run over the 50-year integration period. Solid

contour lines correspond to levels of 4 cm and 10 cm. The global mean is 3.97 cm.
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Fig. 3 Lowpass filtered SSH anomalies from the uncoupled (left column) and coupled (right

column) experiments averaged over the years 6-10 (top), 26-30 (middle) and 41-45 (bottom),

respectively. Units are cm, using a white-centered nonlinear color-scale. In the right column,

contours mark statistically significant areas (at a 65% confidence level and higher) using as

a measure the quantity |SSH−anomaly|/STD with a contour interval of 1. The respective

STD field is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4 Time series of lowpass filtered steric SSH anomalies (cm) (using a 5-year running

mean) averaged over different ocean basins from ocean-only (top) and coupled (bottom)

runs. Dashed blue line represents the non-steric sea level increase due to the meltwater

addition. The curves labeled Pac. and IO represent the Pacific Ocean and the Indian Ocean

respectively; they overlap in the top panel.
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Fig. 5 Time series of globally averaged lowpass-filtered steric SSH anomalies (SLA; black in

cm) and contributions from thermosteric (red line) and halosteric (blue line) effects ocean-

only (top) and coupled (bottom).
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Fig. 6 Time series of basin averaged lowpass-filtered steric SSH anomalies(SLA, black in

cm) and contributions from thermosteric (red line) and halosteric (blue line) effects in (a)

North Atlantic, (b) South Atlantic, (c) Pacific and (d) Indian Ocean as seen in the uncoupled

runs.
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Fig. 7 Same as Fig. 6, but from coupled runs.
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Fig. 8 Maps of mean salinity anomalies at 160m depth resulting from the uncoupled (left

column) and coupled (right column) experiments after lowpass-filtering (5-year running

mean), each averaged over years 6-10 (top), 26-30 (middle) and 41-45 (bottom), respectively.

Units are 0.01 PSU, using a white centered nonlinear colorscale. Contours on top are between

±100×10−2 psu at an interval of 50×10−2, between ±10×10−2 at an interval of 10×10−2,

and between ±1× 10−2 at an interval of 1× 10−2, excluding 0.
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Fig. 9 Maps of mean temperature anomalies at 160m depth resulting from the uncoupled

(left column) and coupled (right column) experiments after lowpass-filtering (5-year running

mean), each averaged over years 6-10 (top), 26-30 (middle) and 41-45 (bottom), respectively.

Units are 0.01 ◦C. Using a white centered nonlinear colorscale. Contours on top are between

±100× 10−2 ◦C at an interval of 50× 10−2 ◦C, excluding 0.
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Fig. 10 Meridional cross section of lowpass filtered temperature anomalies (in 10−2 ◦C) at

(upper panel) 30◦W and (lower panel) 180◦E, both averaged over the 50-year long uncoupled

runs.
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Fig. 11 Meridional cross section of lowpass filtered temperature anomalies (in 10−1 ◦C) at

(upper panel) 30◦W and (lower panel) 180◦E averaged over the 50-year long coupled runs.
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a

b

Fig. 12 50-year mean anomalies of (top) freshwater content (m) and (bottom) heat content

(108J/m2).
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Fig. 13 Mean changes in (top) net freshwater flux (cm/year), and (middle) net surface

heat flux (W/m2) in the coupled run averaged over the 50 year period. Contours on top

of latent heatflux anomalies are -50 to 50 W/m2 with an interval of 10, -10 to 10 with an

increment of 5 and -1 to 1 with an increment of 2, all excluding the zero line. (bottom) 50

year averaged difference in latent heatflux, using a contour interval of 2 W/m2 over a range

of ± 30 W/m2.
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Fig. 14 Examples of annual mean anomalies of the MOC (Sv) taken randomly from year

8 from (top) uncoupled and (bottom) coupled runs.
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Fig. 15 Time-latitude plot of MOC anomaly (Sv) at 1000 m depth from (top) uncoupled

and (bottom) coupled runs.
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Fig. 16 Time-latitude plot of the meridional heat transport anomaly (PW) from (top)

uncoupled and (bottom) coupled runs.


